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ABSTRACT
The context discovery protocol Ahoy has been proposed ear-
lier for resource-limited fully-distributed ad-hoc networks.
Ahoy has been proven as an efficient context discovery pro-
tocol, which generates only little network traffic, in both
static and dynamic ad-hoc networks. In this report, we im-
plement the prototype of Ahoy and test it on UNIX-like
platforms. We show the possibility to implement Ahoy in
the real world.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ad-hoc networks are distributed wireless networks in which
most nodes are mobile, and have limited power supply. When
a node searches for some context information, that informa-
tion can be available locally or in other nodes that are one
or multiple hops away. Local information discovery does not
consume network bandwidth, and is therefore not considered
here. We focus on multi-hop context discovery in ad-hoc
networks. The most important question is how to find and
locate the required information. Announcing context infor-
mation, querying, and determining the location of the con-
text source might generate a lot of traffic. In a high-density
network, such traffic can be rather heavy. As a result, the
nodes consume quite an amount of power and bandwidth for
querying. An efficient context discovery mechanism needs to
be developed for such situations. However, none of the ex-
isting discovery protocols can well support resource-limited
fully-distributed ad-hoc networks.

Therefore, we have proposed a novel approach to discover
context information in ad-hoc networks, which is named
Ahoy [7, 5]. Ahoy is a decentralized space-efficient discovery
method, which reduces network traffic during the discovery
process. It represents context information into attenuated
Bloom filters (ABFs) for advertising, and supports a direc-
tional query mechanism.

There are three phases in Ahoy: context exchange, context
query, and maintenance and update. In Ahoy, context infor-
mation is categorized into types, called context information
types. For example, we have the following two contexts: “De-
vice A is located in room B” and “Device A is at the third
floor”. Both contexts describe the detailed location of Device
A. They can therefore be categorized into the same type “lo-
cation of Device A”. Context information types are hashed
into attenuated Bloom filters (ABFs) and broadcasted to
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the neighbors. Nodes that have received ABFs from their
neighbors, aggregate those ABFs, generate a new ABF, and
broadcast it. In this way, one context information type can
be propagated certain number of hops away. Whenever a
node looks for some context information, a query is gener-
ated. Nodes first check their local context information types.
If there is no match, they check the stored ABFs from their
neighbors. If a match is found, the node sends the query to
the corresponding neighbor. In doing so, the query is prop-
agated to the nodes which probably contain the requested
information. The propagation of queries is stopped either
when the requested information is found or when the query
has been forwarded d hops away from the query originator.
Whenever the requested context source is found, a reply is
generated and sent back to the query originator.

We have evaluated the performance of Ahoy in terms of
network traffic in both static and dynamic networks using
analytical models and simulations [7, 8, 5]. Now we are
interested in how Ahoy performs in practice. In this report,
we implement a prototype of Ahoy. We test the prototype
in virtual networks to observe whether Ahoy performs as
expected. We assess how much traffic Ahoy generates as a
portion of the total traffic in the network, and we evaluate
some of our design choices.

The implementation has been done on top of UDP and IPv6
in Ruby [9]. Ruby is a simple and effective open source pro-
gramming language, which can well support our needs to
establish an interaction between Ahoy and the underlying
protocols UDP and IPv6. The prototype has been tested on
UNIX-like (GNU/Linux) platforms. A virtual ad-hoc net-
work consisting of virtual computers was set up to test the
performance of the prototype, using User Mode Linux [11].
Each virtual machine runs a Unix-like platform (Debian
GNU/Linux 4.0 (etch) [4]). The routing between virtual
machines has been performed by using the OLSR [2] rout-
ing protocol.

In Section 2, we introduce the implementation choices for the
prototype. In Section 3, we describe the message types and
their formats. Section 4 gives an overview of the functional
implementation of the prototype. Section 5 presents test
results. Section 6 discusses the lessons learned from the
prototype implementation.



2. IMPLEMENTATION CHOICES
We implement the prototype based on the protocol defined
in [7, 5]. In this section, we first determine the choices for
the prototype implementation in detail, according to our
implementation requirements.

2.1 Context Information Type Format
In principle, the original context information types can be
specified in any format. The general assumption is however
that every type of context information should be uniquely
known by a specific name, which all nodes are aware of. In
the prototype, we describe context information types in a
simple way by means of text strings.

2.2 Context Duplication
In [7], we have discussed the advertisement loop, which oc-
curs when information is added to the ABF, layer by layer.
We have proposed to duplicate context information types in
every lower layer. It can well avoid advertisement loops due
to adding context information types. There is also a simpler
solution to apply an advertisement timer to delay frequent
subsequent advertisements. It can only reduce the num-
ber of advertisement loops, depending on the settings of the
timer. However, it provides the opportunity to observe the
influence of advertisement loops. Because this is one of our
goals for the prototype, we choose to set an advertisement
timer.

2.3 Query Format
Queries can be sent either in the original or BF format.
Both formats have pros and cons. The original informa-
tion format can be text strings, XML, etc, dependent on
the details of the protocol design. Sending a BF query di-
rectly from the query initiator has also the advantage that
hashing of the same information only needs to be done once
rather than multiple times in the intermediate nodes along
the query path. However, a BF query might lead to false
reply messages if the BF matches other context type infor-
mation than the requested one. This occurs when two or
more context information types are hashed into the same
Bloom codes, which in the original format, is not possible.
Choosing proper hash functions can minimize the chance
that the mismatch happens in BF query format. Another
important disadvantage of BF queries is related to security.

In the prototype, the original information is described in
textual format which is not a space-consuming format. We
choose to query in the original format in the prototype, so
that we can ensure the discovered information is exactly the
requested one. When we use BF format, there is a chance we
obtain a false answer when multiple information is hashed
into the same code. Here, we prefer to query in textual
format, instead of spending much effort to set a connection
with wrong context sources.

2.4 Query Method
Queries can be sent in parallel to all possible matches at once
or sequentially, one at a time. In a parallel query method,
a query will be forwarded to all the neighbors that show
matches in their corresponding ABFs. Therefore, all re-
quested information available in d hops can be found simul-
taneously. It offers choices to end users. In contrast, queries

are only forwarded to one corresponding neighbor at a time
in the sequential query method. If the queried neighbor does
not have the requested information, the query needs to be
forwarded to another neighbor. Consequently, only one re-
ply can be received at once. Using parallel querying we are
able to find all the possible context sources, while with the
sequential querying only one source is found. The decision
basically depends on the network scenario. In the prototype,
we implement the parallel querying method.

2.5 Route Recording
We discussed three route recording options.The first option
is to maintain (soft) state routing information in the nodes.
Nodes record where a query is received from and sent to.
The reply of such a query is routed back to the query origi-
nator based on this information.

Alternatively, the reply path can be stored in the query mes-
sages themselves. This results in a larger query packet size
and increased transmission costs. In the first two alterna-
tives, the reply message is sent along the same path as the
query (but in opposite direction). They both encounter the
problem that the reply message gets lost, whenever a node
along the path moves or disappears. However, they have
the advantage that no extra routing functionality has to be
present in the platform.

The third alternative is that the system can rely on an exter-
nal routing protocol. This has the benefit of no consumption
of extra storage room or bandwidth. It does not rely on the
same paths used in Ahoy. Even if the path to the query-
ing node has changed, the reply message can still reach the
querying node as long as there is at least one path to that
node. However, this alternative requires extra functionali-
ties of routing protocols. Since a routing protocol is mostly
needed to set up a connection between the querying and re-
plying node to deliver the requested information, it could be
a good option after all.

Here, we assume the availability of an underlying routing
protocol. We use this protocol to deliver reply messages.

2.6 Means of Query Propagation
Ahoy requires a network that at least supports both broad-
cast and unicast. We broadcast advertisements to all neigh-
bors and unicast replies to one specific neighbor. Queries,
however, can be sent by broadcast or unicast. When a query
is broadcasted, all neighbors receive it. Nodes need to spend
extra effort to process the query, and to determine whether
they have to take further actions. When a query is unicas-
ted, only one specific neighbor receives it. However, using
parallel querying, the query needs to be unicasted several
times when multiple neighbors match the query.

The choice between broadcasting and unicasting queries de-
pends on the network scenario. In wireless networks, a mes-
sage is probably received by several neighbors, even if the
massage was not for them. In this respect, broadcast is a
more efficient way to propagate queries. Further, it depends
on which query method is chosen. Unicast is suitable for
the sequential query method, since messages are only sent
to one node at a time. Broadcast is suitable for the parallel
method, since more nodes need to act on the query at once.



Finally, unicast provides the possibility to define different
propagation scopes of query messages for different neigh-
bors, depending on the number of hops in which a match is
expected to be found.

In the implementation, we use the parameter broadcast-queries
to set the method to propagate query messages. If it is set
to true, queries are sent by broadcast. If it is set to false,
queries are sent by unicast. By default, it is set to false.

2.7 Underlying Protocols Support
Ahoy has been designed independently from the underlying
protocols. It is suitable to serve context discovery in dif-
ferent layers. It can reside on top of the transport layer,
e.g., Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP), on top of the network layer, e.g.,
Internet protocol (IP), or on top of the link layer, directly
above Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layer. Because the
operation of Ahoy does not necessarily need any support
from the transport and network layers, it is most suitable
to reside on top of MAC sub-layer, regarding the system
complexity. However, the existing programming languages,
e.g., Ruby, C, and Java, are lacking ready interfaces to MAC
layer, but they have interfaces to TCP/UDP. For ease of im-
plementation, we choose to reside Ahoy on top of UDP. UDP
is a very simple protocol which only has 8 bytes of header.
In Ahoy, advertisements and keep-alive messages need to be
sent to all neighbors for update and maintenance. The most
effective way to do it is via broadcast. Moreover, queries
need to be sent to specific neighbors to perform directional
querying. This can be done via unicast or broadcast (see
Section 2.6). Since UDP supports both broadcast and uni-
cast, it is an ideal platform to build our prototype on.

Further, UDP can be layered on top of both IPv4 and IPv6.
With the explosive growth of the internet, IPv4 addresses
are expected to get exhausted in the near future. IPv6 is
the successor of IPv4, and is introduced to resolve the risk
of address exhaustion. Therefore, we use IPv6 in the Ahoy
prototype.

3. MESSAGE TYPE AND MESSAGE FOR-
MAT

There are five types of messages in Ahoy: advertisements,
queries, replies, keep-alives, and update requests, as intro-
duced in [8]. In the following part of this section, we are
going to introduce their types and formats in detail [6].

3.1 Address
Before starting introducing the messages, we first define the
address field, which is used in several types of messages,
i.e., queries and replies. The address field can be defined as
follows.

This field starts with an 8-bit size sub-field to indicate the
size of the address field in bytes. In total, the size of the
address field is 20 bytes if we use IPv6. As a result, it is set
to 20. 8 bits are used to specify the type of the address, IPv6
or IPv4. For IPv6, it is set to 1. The field port declares the
port number used by the context information, if necessary.
It is a 16-bit unsigned integer. The last 128 bits are used to

store the IP addresses. Figure 1 shows the packet format of
an IPv6 address.

 0       7        15        23        31
0 Size Type Port 
32 
64 
96 

128 

IPv6 address 

 

Figure 1: Packet format of an IPv6 address.

3.2 Advertisement
The advertisement message format is shown in Figure 2. The
packet contains 8 bits of message type. For advertisement
packets, the type is 1. GID is a 32-bit unsigned integer to
indicate the freshness of the information. We use 8 bits and
16 bits to store the information for ABFs’ depth and width,
respectively. As our basic assumption for Ahoy, all the nodes
over the entire network should agree on the same depth and
width for ABFs in use. By default, the depth is set to 4
and the width is set to 128 bits. The remaining part of
the advertisement contains the broadcasted ABF. The size
of the filter depends on the parameter depth (d) and width
(w). It can be calculated by multiplying d and w.

 0       7        15        23        31
0 Type Generation-id 
32 Generation-id (cont’d) Depth Width 
64 

 
 

Filter ::: 

 

Figure 2: Advertisement packet format.

3.3 Query
Figure 3 shows the message format of a query. The 8-bit
message type is set to 2 for query messages. We use a 32-
bit unsigned integer, named query-id, to identify a query. 8
bits are reserved to indicate time-to-live, which represents
the maximum number of hops that the query can still be
propagated. The field name-length indicates the number
of bytes needed to store the original context information,
followed with a field name to store the entire query. Finally,
the address of the query originator is included. According
to Section 3.1, we need 20 bytes.

 0       7        15        23        31
0 Type Query-id 
32 Query-id (cont’d) Time-to-live Name-length 
64 

 
 

Name::: 

 
 
 

Sender-address::: 

 
 

Figure 3: Query packet format.

3.4 Reply
The reply message format can be depicted in Figure 4. The
8-bit message type is set to 3 for reply messages. A reply
message contains the 32-bit query-id it responds to. As
introduced in Section 3.1, 20 bytes is used for the address of
the replying node.

 0       7        15        23        31
0 Type Query-id 

32 Query-id (cont’d) Reply address 
64 

 
 

Reply address (cont’d)::: 

 

Figure 4: Reply packet format.



3.5 Keep-alive
The keep-alive message format is defined as in Figure 5.
There are only two fields defined in the message: type and
GID. The type for keep-alive messages is 4. GID is a 32-bit
unsigned integer to indicate the freshness of the advertise-
ment.

 0       7        15        23        31
0 Type Generation-id 
32 Generation-id (cont’d) 

 
 
 

 Figure 5: Keep-alive packet format.

3.6 Update request
The format is defined as follows in Figure 6. Only one field
type is defined. For update request, it is set to 5.

 0       7 
0 Type 

 

Figure 6: Update request packet format.

4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
4.1 Event and State Variables
In this section, Ahoy is described in events and actions in
response to these events. Four types of events are defined
[6]:

• User actions: users can announce or revoke context
type information they have, or query some information
they are looking for.

• Neighboring nodes: neighbors can send advertise-
ments, queries, replies, keep-alives, and update requests
to the node arriving through a UDP port.

• Timeouts: several time outs have been defined for
various purposes: minimum advertisement delay, keep-
alive delay, query timeout, query cache cleanup timer,
and service list cleanup timer.

• Exceptions: it can be caused by users sending a break
to terminate the program, the operating systems send-
ing a terminate signal, or out of memory, etc.

In the implementation, actions are triggered by different
events. Meanwhile, five state variables (data structures) are
maintained by the Ahoy daemon [6]:

Query Cache The query cache is used for detecting (and
subsequently discarding) duplicate queries. For each
query that is received, it contains the query ID, the
source address of the query, and a time stamp. The
query cache is cleaned up at regular intervals by purg-
ing old entries. This time interval is counted by a query
cache cleanup timer.

Neighbor List The neighbor list contains information about
the direct (currently known) neighbors of the node run-
ning the Ahoy daemon. For every neighbor, it con-
tains the neighbor’s address, a time stamp, and the
latest advertisement (GID and ABFs) received from
that neighbor.

Local Services The local services list contains the context
information types announced by users. For each con-
text information type, it contains the name, the ad-
dress, and a time stamp. The local services list is
cleaned regularly by removing old entries. We apply
a service list cleanup timer to determine the time for
cleaning up.

Latest Advertisement The Ahoy daemon keeps the in-
formation sent out in the latest advertisement. When
the neighbor list or the local services change, a new
ABF is computed, but these only need to be broad-
cast if they are different from the filters in the latest
advertisement. Keeping a copy of the information sent
out in the latest advertisement allows the daemon to
decide whether it needs to send out a new advertise-
ment or not.

Active Queries The daemon keeps a list of active queries,
i.e., queries that have been initiated by users and that
the daemon is currently awaiting responses for. For
each such query, the list contains the query id and
the socket on which the user program is listening for
responses.

in the following part of the section, we address the functional
flow in detail [6].

4.2 Initialization
After configuring the IP address and the port, a UDP socket
is opened for sending and receiving Ahoy messages. A node
broadcasts an update request through the socket and enters
the IDLE state. It waits for the following events to occur to
precede further actions [6].

• An advertisement is received from another Ahoy node
(Section 4.3).

• A query is received from another Ahoy node (Sec-
tion 4.4).

• A response is received from another Ahoy node (Sec-
tion 4.5).

• A keep-alive message is received from another Ahoy
node (Section 4.6).

• An update-request message is received from another
Ahoy node (Section 4.7).

• An advertisement is received from a user (Section 4.8).

• A revocation is received from a user (Section 4.9).

• A query is received from a user (Section 4.10).

• The keep-alive timer expires (Section 4.11).

• The advertisement timer expires (Section 4.12).

• The query cache cleanup timer expires (Section 4.13).

• The service list cleanup timer expires (Section 4.14).

• A query timer expires (Section4.15).



• A signal is received from the operating system, causing
the daemon to clean up and exit (Section 4.16).

Nodes handle these events as described below. When a re-
ceived message does not fit in one of the above categories,
we emit a warning and discard the message.

4.3 Ahoy Advertisements
When an advertisement is received from another node, the
following steps are taken:

• The current time, the content of the advertisement,
and the IP address of the neighbor from which it was
received are recorded in the Neighbor List. The new
information overwrites any previous entry for the same
address.

• A new ABF is computed based on the new information
and a new advertisement with this ABF is created.

• If the new advertisement differs from the latest adver-
tisement, it is broadcasted to all neighbors, when the
advertisement timer expires (see Section 4.12), and be-
comes the new latest advertisement.

4.4 Ahoy Queries
When a query is received from another node, the following
actions are performed:

• The ID and source address of the query are looked up
in the Query Cache. If a match is found (meaning
the query has been seen before), only the time stamp
in the cache is updated, and no further processing is
performed, and the query is discarded.

• The current time, and the ID and the source address
of the query are inserted into the Query Cache.

• The queried context information type is looked up in
the Local Services. For any matching services, a reply
message is sent to the query’s source address.

• If the query’s time-to-live is greater than 1, it is prop-
agated. Propagation works as follows:

- A new query message is created, with its ID, con-
text information type, and source address equal
to those of the received query, and a time-to-live
of one lower than the received value.

- The Neighbor List is cleaned up by removing neigh-
bors from which no advertisement or keep-alive
message has been received in the last neighbor-
timeout seconds. If any neighbors were removed,
a new advertisement is computed based on the
remaining service information. If this advertise-
ment differs from the Latest Advertisement, it is
broadcast to neighboring nodes, becomes the new
Latest Advertisement, and the keep-alive timer is
reset.

- After the Neighbor List has been cleaned, a look
up is performed against it, returning all neighbors
who have matches for the service name in their
Bloom filters, within a number of hops less than
or equal to the time-to-live of the new query.

- The new query is sent to all these neighbors, if
any. If the parameter broadcast-queries is false,
the query is unicast to each individual address.
Otherwise, a single broadcast message is sent if
there are any knowledgeable neighbors. No query
message is sent if the look up in the previous item
did not return any matches.

4.5 Ahoy Responses
When a response is received from another node, it is pro-
cessed as follows:

• The ID of the response is looked up in the Active
Queries. If no match is found, no further processing is
done.

• If a match is found, the address contained in the re-
sponse is sent to the user program waiting for it.

4.6 Keep-Alive Messages
When a keep-alive message is received from another node,
Ahoy takes the following actions:

• The GID is extracted from the keep-alive message.

• The node looks up the neighbor who sent the keep-
alive message in the Neighbor List.

• If the neighbor is found in the list, and the GID recorded
in the entry in the Neighbor List matches that of the
message, the timestamp for the entry is updated.

• If the neighbor is not found in the list, or if the recorded
GID does not match the one contained in the message,
an update-request is sent to the neighbor.

4.7 Update-Request Messages
If an update-request message is received, the node sends its
latest advertisement to the neighbor that sent the update-
request.

4.8 User Advertisements
Users can announce context information types on Ahoy by
specifying the name of the context information type, the
IP address, and the port number. User advertisements are
handled by taking the following steps:

• A user enters the context information type, the port
number, and the IP address in the Local Services. If an
entry with the same type and address already exists,
the existing entry is overwritten by updating the time
stamp.

• Based on the new information, a new ABF is com-
puted.



• If the new ABF differs from those sent in the Latest
Advertisement, a new advertisement with the updated
ABF is sent out, and recorded as the new Latest Ad-
vertisement. The keep-alive timer is reset.

Note that, local services are automatically removed after
local-service-timeout second. Users have to re-announce
their services periodically to keep them available in the net-
work.

4.9 User Revocations
Users can revoke advertisements by specifying the context
information type, the IP address, and port number of the
advertisement to be revoked. Ahoy performs the following
steps to revoke advertisements:

• A user looks up the context information type and the
address in the Local Services.

• If no entry is found, no further processing is done.

• If an entry is found, it is removed.

• When the last entry for the given context informa-
tion type is removed, the information type is no longer
available. A new ABF is computed. If the new adver-
tisement with the new ABF differs from the Latest Ad-
vertisement, it becomes the new Latest Advertisement.
The new advertisement is distributed to all neighbors.
The keep-alive timer is reset.

4.10 User Queries
Users can query context information type by performing the
following steps:

• A user enters a context information type to query.

• An ID is generated for the query and recorded into the
Active Query, along with information about the user
program that responses are to be sent to.

• Generate a query message containing the ID, the con-
text information type, the IP address, and a time-to-live
field with a value equal to depth.

• Search the Neighbor List for neighbors that have matches
for the service name in their Latest Advertisements.

• Send the query to any such neighbors, using uni-cast if
broadcast-queries is false, using broadcast otherwise.

• Set a timeout of query-timeout seconds. When the
timeout expires, the query information is removed from
Active Queries.

4.11 The Keep-Alive Timer
The keep-alive timer is used to schedule the next keep-alive
message. Whenever an advertisement or a keep-alive mes-
sage is sent, the keep-alive timer is set to

keep-alive-time+(
keep-alive-time · (rand− 1

2
) · keep-alive-jitter

100%

)
. (1)

The parameter rand is a random value between 0 and 1,
while keep-alive-jitter is used to vary keep-alive period with
a small randomness to avoid collisions. By default, keep-
alive-time is 15 second and keep-alive-jitter is 25%. When
the timer is expires, a keep-alive message is broadcasted to
all neighbors.

Finally, when the keep-alive timer of a neighbor expires,
the Neighbor List is also cleaned up by removing neighbors
from which no advertisement or keep-alive messages have
been received in the last neighbor-timeout seconds. A new
ABF is generated based on information available from the
remaining neighbors and Local Services. If the computed
advertisement differs from the Latest Advertisement, it be-
comes the new Latest Advertisement and is broadcasted to
neighboring nodes. The keep-alive timer is reset [6].

4.12 The Advertisement Timer
The advertisement timer is used to prevent frequent updates
as we introduced in Section 2.2. The advertisement timer
is set whenever a new advertisement has been generated,
but the last broadcasted advertisement was sent less than
advertisement-min-time seconds ago. The new advertise-
ment cannot be sent immediately, and thus is scheduled to
be sent at a later time.

When the advertisement timer expires, an advertisement
computed from the latest available information (including
changes that occurred after the timer was set) is sent. The
new advertisement then becomes the new Latest Advertise-
ment. The keep-alive timer is reset.

4.13 The Query Cache Cleanup Timer
The query cache cleanup timer is used to periodically clean
up the Query Cache. It is set to query-cache-timeout sec-
onds. It is first set when Ahoy is started, and reset each time
it expires. Whenever it expires, the Query Cache is cleaned
up by discarding from the cache any entries that are older
than query-cache-timeout seconds.

4.14 The Service List Cleanup Timer
The service list clean-up timer is used to clean up the Local
Services list. It is set to local-service-timeout/10 seconds
when Ahoy starts, as well as each time it expires. When it
expires, any entry which is older than local-service-timeout
seconds in the list of Local Services is removed. Removing
an entry causes a new advertisement to be generated. If the
advertisement differs from the Latest Advertisement, it is
broadcasted to neighbors. The keep-alive timer is reset.



4.15 Query Timeouts
Query timeouts are used to count the life time of a query. If
no requested context information type has been found, there
is no response sent back to the query originator to announce
that. Whenever a query is initiated by a user, a timeout
of query-timeout seconds is set. When the timeout expires,
the query is discarded. Any responses that come in after
such time will be ignored.

4.16 Shutdown
When the Ahoy daemon exits, it deletes the local socket it
created for communicating with user programs.

5. TESTING AND RESULTS
5.1 Test Goals and Settings
Tests have been done to validate the protocol. The tests are
set up to help us to pursue the following objectives:

• To validate whether the prototype works as expected
and whether all the messages are transmitted at the
right time in a right order.

• To analyze the traffic (bytes per second) generated by
Ahoy as fraction of the total traffic (generated by Ahoy,
OLSR, and ICMPv6).

• To observe the effect of advertisement loop when con-
text is not duplicated in lower layers of ABFs.

Due to the different purposes, the traffic analyzed in the
prototype is different with the traffic analyzed in the an-
alytical and simulation models in [7, 8]. First of all, we
implement the keep-alive mechanism here. In the analytical
and simulation models, keep-alive messages are not taken
into account, due to the focus on the performance study of
updates with constant frequencies. Secondly, in contrast to
the analytical and simulation models, we did not implement
context duplication in the prototype, because we wanted to
observe the influence of the advertisement loop in real world
tests. There are therefore more packets transmitted in the
prototype than in the models. Thirdly, the Ahoy query traf-
fic in the prototype includes the real queries, false positive
queries, keep-alive messages, and reply messages. In the an-
alytical and simulation models, we aim to minimize the false
positive probabilities and count only false positive queries.
With the optimal settings obtained from [7], false positive
queries can be only a (very) small part of the total Ahoy
query traffic in the prototype. Therefore, we cannot directly
compare the traffic from the prototype with the results from
the analytical and simulation models.

In the following tests, we use TCPDUMP [10] to collect the
traffic data. The Ahoy parameters and their settings are
listed in Table 1.

5.2 Test scenarios
Tests have been done for both a 5- and a 13-node sce-
nario, respectively. For each scenario, three different net-
work topologies are examined: a network with full connec-
tivity, a regular grid structured network, and a network with
dynamic connectivity.

Table 1: Parameter Settings.

Parameter Value

announcement-min-time 5 sec
broadcast-queries true
depth 4
number of hash functions 3
local-address /tmp/ahoy/socket
port 5000
keep-alive-time 15
keep-alive-jitter 25
local-service-timeout 300 sec
query-timeout 10 sec
query-cache-timeout 60 sec
width 128 bits

• Network with full connectivity: every node can con-
nect to any other node in the network directly. Fig-
ure 7a shows an example of a fully connected five-node
network. Please note that this figure does not depict
the geographic topology of the network. As long as
every node can reach the others directly, it fits the re-
quirement of such a network. In the remainder of the
section, we name this scenario as the “Full” scenario.

• Regular grid structured network: each node has 4 di-
rect neighbors within its communication range. Fig-
ure 7b and Figure 7c present the abstract network
topologies at the connection level for networks with
5 and 13 nodes, respectively. In the remainder of the
section, we name this scenario as the “Grid” scenario.

• Network with dynamic connectivity: nodes periodi-
cally and randomly change connections between each
other. Every 30 seconds, the connections between nodes
are randomly generated. The algorithm is as follows:
all connections between each pair of nodes are initially
enabled. Then, each node randomly decides whether
or not to block communication to another node for
the next 30 seconds. Each connection has 50% prob-
ability to be blocked. Since the network topology is
essentially randomly determined every 30 seconds, the
number of connections is not known in advance. There
is no guarantee that all nodes are connected for each
random topology. There is also no guarantee that all
links are bi-directional. In the remainder of the sec-
tion, we name this scenario as the “Dynamic” scenario.

For each topology of every scenario, three different sets of
experiments have been performed, as follows.

• Experiment“Idle”: to observe the performance of Ahoy
in a stable state. In the experiments, Ahoy is idle
and no context distribution or discovery is performed.
Nodes only exchange keep-alive messages, update re-
quests, and advertisements as requested. Note that
update requests and advertisements are only sent when
the network topology changes.

• Experiment“Advertise-revoke”: to test the performance
of Ahoy advertisements. In those experiments, one



(a) Full connectivity
(5-node).

(b) Grid structure (5-
node).

(c) Grid structure
(13-node).

Figure 7: Examples of network structures [6].

node advertises a context information type, and re-
vokes it after 60 seconds, and advertises it again after
60 seconds, and so on.

• Experiment “Query”: to evaluate the discovery ability
of Ahoy. One node advertises a context information
type, and another node is requested to query the con-
text information type every 20 seconds.

5.3 Test results
All the tests run for 300 seconds to collect enough data for
calculating average network traffic (bytes per second). For
each of the test setups, we collect and analyze the network
traffic generated by Ahoy and the total network traffic (byte
counts include UDP, IPv6, and Ethernet headers). Virtually
all network traffic not generated by Ahoy is generated by
OLSR (the routing protocol used), with a negligible portion
of the traffic being ICMPv6 [3] control messages [6]. Figures
are only plotted to visualize traffic generated by Ahoy. We
present in detail the experiments done for 13-node networks.
The experiments for 5-node networks present similar results
to corresponding experiments in 13 nodes networks. Please
refer to [6] for the detailed results of 5-node networks.

5.3.1 Full Connectivity
Figure 8 shows the test results for a 13-node network with
full connectivity. Figure 8a shows the network traffic gen-
erated when Ahoy is idle. In this experiment, there is no
change in the network topology. Only a small amount of
traffic is generated (60 bytes per second in average). Since
there are only keep-alive messages generated in the network,
there is no large peak generated in Figure 8a. Figure 8b
shows the case where information is periodically advertised

and revoked. The figure show that every 60 seconds there is
a peak of Ahoy traffic, which is generated due to broadcast
ABFs for updating changes. Figure 8c shows the scenario
where context discovery is performed. In the figure, there
are very clear peaks of Ahoy traffic every 20 seconds, which
correspond to the query messages.
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Figure 8: Traffic generated by a 13-node network with
full connectivity [6].

5.3.2 Grid structure
Figure 9 for grid structures share the same properties with
the ones for full connectivity structures (Figure 8). When
Ahoy is idle, only light-weighted keep-alive messages are
transmitted in the network. When information is period-
ically advertised and revoked, the same peaks appear every
60 seconds in the figure. High peaks are generated every 20
seconds due the queries in the scenario of context discov-
ery. Compared to Figure 8 from the “full” scenario, both
scenarios have the similar pattern when Ahoy is idle. In Ex-
periment “advertisement-revoke”, more traffic is generated
every 60 seconds. That is because more updates are needed
in the “grid” scenario, due to “advertisement loops” gener-
ated when information is added or removed in the network.
This effect is less visible in the “full” scenario, when every
node can reach each other within one hop. On the other
hand, more traffic is generated in the “grid” scenario than
the “full” scenario, in Experiment “Query”. Since we apply
parallel query methods here, in the “full” scenario, all nodes
are visited by the query, while only some of nodes are visited
in the “grid” scenario.

5.3.3 Dynamic Connectivity
The network topologies change in every 30 seconds. When
the connectivity between nodes changes, network traffic is
generated to propagate the changes in the network.

Figure 10 demonstrates the network traffic generated by
Ahoy. Figure 10a shows the case when Ahoy is idle. Un-
like the static networks in the previous two scenarios, more
peaks appear to reflect the change of topologies. Connec-
tivity between nodes changes every 30 seconds. However,
the changes take longer time to propagate to the nodes in
range. Therefore, the peaks are not only concentrated on
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Figure 9: Traffic generated by a 13-node network with
grid connectivity [6].

the points when changes happen, but spread further. Fig-
ure 10b presents the case when information is advertised
and revoked periodically. It is clear that both the topology
changes and queries contribute to the peaks in the figure.
Similar effects are confirmed in Figure 10c. Traffic gener-
ated by the change of topologies leads to more frequent and
higher peaks than in the case of static networks.
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Figure 10: Traffic generated by a 13-node network with
dynamic connectivity [6].

5.3.4 Summary
Figure 8, 9, and 10 demonstrate the expected behavior of
Ahoy. The prototype performs as expected in all three ex-
periments (idle, advertise-revoke, and query) of three cases
(full, grid, and dynamic). Table 2 shows the average traf-
fic generated by Ahoy (per node and the total Ahoy traffic)
and the total traffic (including Ahoy, OLSR, and ICMPv6
traffic) in bytes per second for both 5-node and 13-node net-
works. We can make the following 3 groups of observations
from the results:

1. Ahoy performs consistently.

(a) Nodes can discover and locate the requested infor-
mation using Ahoy. In “Query” experiments, one
node can successfully find an available context in-
formation type which is located in another node.
This indicates that Ahoy properly advertises ex-
isting information types in the network and that
queries are forwarded to the nodes which contain
the requested information.

(b) When there is no change in the availability and lo-
cation of context information, and if the network
topology does not change, Ahoy only produces
keep-alive messages. In that case, the Ahoy traffic
per node should remain the same, independently
of node density. This has been shown in Experi-
ment “Idle”. For both the “full connectivity” and
“grid structure” scenarios, Ahoy traffic per node
is 5 bytes per second. For both topologies, Ahoy
traffic increases during the “Advertise-revoke” ex-
periment. This result is also expected because in
that experiment extra advertisements are needed
to propagate updates through the network. For
example, in the 5-node network with full connec-
tivity, every node generates 10 bytes per second
on average during the “Advertise-revoke” experi-
ment.

(c) More traffic is generated when the network is dy-
namic, because extra advertisements are sent due
to changes in topology. For example, in the 13
nodes “Idle” scenario, 60 bytes per second and 61
bytes per second are generated in the “full con-
nectivity” and “grid structure” topologies, respec-
tively, while 145 bytes per second are generated
in the “dynamic connectivity” network. Among
those 145 bytes, 85 bytes are generated due to
changing connectivity. When information is ad-
vertised and revoked periodically, 125 out of 204
bytes per second are generated due to updates.
When querying is performed, 99 out of 226 bytes
per second are generated due to updates and replies.

2. Ahoy generates small amounts of traffic com-
pared to the total traffic. In Table 2, the“total traf-
fic” refers to the sum of the traffic generated by Ahoy,
OLSR, and ICMPv6. In general, we can observe that
Ahoy generates a small portion of the total traffic. For
example, among the above experiments, the maximum
fraction is 16.9% in Experiment “advertise-revoke” of
the 5-node grid scenario, and the minimum fraction
is 3.9% in Experiment “idle” of the 13-node dynamic
scenario. In fact, with more nodes involved in the net-
work, the Ahoy traffic generated per node, mostly re-
mains the same or changes slightly, while OLSR traffic
increases more strongly. Hence, the Ahoy traffic as
fraction of the total traffic decreases when the number
of nodes in the network increases. For example, in Ex-
periment “idle” of the dynamic scenario, the fraction
is 7.1% in a 5-node network, and it decreases to 3.9%
in a 13-node network.

3. Advertisement loops generate redundant traf-
fic. In Experiment“Advertise-revoke”, for the full con-
nectivity and grid structure, Ahoy generates more traf-



Table 2: Test results (unit for network traffic: bytes per second).

Idle Advertise-revoke Query
Ahoy Traffic Total

Traffic
Ahoy Traffic Total

Traffic
Ahoy Traffic Total

Trafficper
node

total
per
node

total
per
node

total

5
nodes

Full 5 23 402 10 50 412 10 52 437
Grid 5 23 337 10 51 337 12 57 406
Dynamic 7 36 510 10 49 480 14 70 512

13
nodes

Full 5 60 1809 6 81 1511 11 144 1756
Grid 5 61 1436 9 117 1535 8 99 1560
Dynamic 11 145 2938 16 204 2945 17 226 3017

fic per node in the 5 nodes networks than in 13 nodes
networks. This is the result of the advertisement loop
introduced in [7]. To add information in ABFs, adver-
tisement messages are propagated back and forth be-
tween neighbors multiple times, until the new informa-
tion is added in all corresponding layers of the ABFs.
A minimum delay advertisement-min-time is set be-
tween successive advertisements to merge multiple up-
dates in one time slot of advertisement-min-time. This
reduces the amount of network traffic to some extent,
but cannot solve the problem completely, with the de-
fault setting of 5 seconds.

Especially, the advertisement loops generate more traf-
fic in a network with the grid structure topology than
with the full connectivity topology. Because, all nodes
are connected to each other in full connectivity net-
works, where all messages are received by all nodes.
Updates due to the changes take several hops to reach
all nodes in the grid network, while they take only one
hop in the full connectivity networks. The more hops
there are to reach each other, the more advertisement
loops there are. Therefore, the difference is not so ap-
parent in the 5-node grid structured networks, due to
the limited depth of the network.

This effect is less important in some dynamic connec-
tivity scenarios. It can be even eliminated, because
neighbors anyhow need to exchange ABFs with each
other due to the frequent change of topologies.

6. DISCUSSION
The prototype implementation shows us the possibility to
implement Ahoy in the real world. The current protocol
design of Ahoy, introduced in [7], does not need to be mod-
ified for the implementation purpose. However, a couple of
issues need to be further clarified to implement Ahoy as we
discussed in Section 2. The decisions are dependent on the
specific network scenarios, and can be made by the users.

Based on the experience of prototype implementation and
tests, the following extensions could be beneficial [6]:

1. Compatibility: Currently, the Ahoy prototype is specif-
ically implemented to work with UDP/IPv6: it uses
UDP/IPv6 for sending and receiving messages; the ad-
dresses included in queries are IPv6 addresses; it sends
responses to queries consist of an IPv6 address and a
port number. Ahoy could be extended to support for

other types of network, for example by adding other
types of addresses, such as IPv4 addresses and Ether-
net MAC addresses; or by defining completely different
response types, such as URIs for services implemented
on top of XML-RPC [12], or CORBA [1] identifiers.

2. Self-configuration: In the current version of the Ahoy
prototype, all nodes agree on the following parameter
settings to the operation of Ahoy that must be identi-
cal for all nodes in the network, by default: the depth,
d, and the width, w, of the ABFs, the number of hash
functions being used, b. Based on our study in [7],
optimal values for these parameters exist, but depend
on the properties of the network and the services be-
ing offered. Currently, there is no way for nodes to
automatically agree upon these values, and no way for
nodes to change the values in response to changes on
the network. It is necessary to enhance the function
for Ahoy to allow Ahoy nodes automatically to decide
on common values and react to changes in the network,
for a mobile network.
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